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Abstract16

The aurora is a readily visible phenomenon of interest to many members of the public.17

However, the aurora and associated phenomena can also significantly impact communi-18

cations, ground-based infrastructure and high altitude radiation exposure. Forecasting19

the location of the auroral oval is therefore a key component of space weather fore-20

cast operations. A version of the OVATION-Prime 2013 auroral precipitation model21

[Newell et al., 2014] was used by the UK Met Office Space Weather Operations Centre22

(MOSWOC). The operational implementation of the OVATION-Prime 2013 model at23

the UK Met Office delivered a 30-minute forecast of the location of the auroral oval and24

the probability of observing the aurora. Using weather forecast evaluation techniques,25

we evaluate the ability of the OVATION-Prime 2013 model forecasts to predict the lo-26

cation and probability of the aurora occurring by comparing the forecasts with auroral27

boundaries determined from data from the IMAGE satellite between 2000 and 2002.28

Our analysis shows that the operational model performs well at predicting the location29

of the auroral oval, with a relative operating characteristic (ROC) score of 0.82. The30

model performance is reduced in the dayside local time sectors (ROC score = 0.59)31

and during periods of higher geomagnetic activity (ROC score of 0.55 for Kp=8). As32

a probabilistic forecast, OVATION-Prime 2013 tends to under-predict the occurrence33

of aurora by a factor of 1.1 - 6, while probabilities of over 90% are over-predicted.34

1 Plain Language Summary35

Enhanced auroral activity at Earth can cause disruption to long-range radio36

communications and ground induced currents making forecasting the location of the37

auroral oval and probability of the aurora occurring of interest to many sectors such38

as aviation, energy and defence. The UK Met Office uses a version of the OVATION-39

Prime 2013 auroral forecast model to deliver a 30-minute forecast of the location40

and probability of observing the aurora. In this study, we evaluate the performance41

of the auroral forecasts against satellite observations of the aurora, captured by the42

IMAGE satellite between 2000-2002. Our analysis shows that the auroral forecast43

model performs well at predicting the location of the auroral oval, under nominal44

space weather conditions, but the probabilities of aurora occurring forecast by the45

model tend to be underpredicted, in other words, the aurora occurs more frequently46

than the forecast model predicts.47

2 Introduction48

Particles in the magnetosphere can be subject to acceleration or scattering pro-49

cesses resulting in particles being lost to the upper atmosphere. Particles precipitating50

into the upper atmosphere undergo collisions which result in a cascade of free electrons.51

These free electrons undergo further collisions, losing energy until they can eventually52

collisionally excite atmospheric atoms and ions. The resulting de-excitation emits a53

photon of radiation which we observe as aurora at altitudes of ∼ 100 km.54

Forecasting the location and intensity of the aurora is of interest to many stake-55

holder industries such as the aviation, defense and energy sectors [Cannon et al., 2013].56

The free electrons and excited molecules in the upper atmosphere are known to degrade57

long-range radio communications in ultra-high frequency (UHF) wavebands [Moore,58

1951; Harang and Stroffregen, 1940; Jones et al., 2017]. Radio wave scattering can59

cause radar backscatter, resulting in radar clutter [Elkins, 1980; Jones et al., 2017],60

and can also result in broadband noise in radio receivers [Benson and Desch, 1991;61

Jones et al., 2017]. Increased electron precipitation in the upper atmosphere can also62

cause increased absorption of radio signals in the ionosphere [Greenberg and LaBelle,63

2002; Jones et al., 2017]. Ionospheric currents associated with enhanced auroral activ-64

ity can induce currents in the ground which can damage ground-based infrastructure65
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such as electricity supply networks e.g. [Erinmez et al., 2002; Cannon et al., 2013;66

Freeman et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2019]. In addition, forecasting the occurrence of67

visible aurora is of importance for auroral tourism and is a key tool in promoting68

public awareness and engagement with space weather, through projects such as Auro-69

rasaurus [MacDonald et al., 2015] and AuroraWatch UK [Case et al., 2017].70

The auroral oval is highly dynamic with activity driven by factors both internal71

(e.g. geomagnetic substorms) and external to the magnetosphere (e.g., the interaction72

with the solar wind). Prolonged periods of southward directed interplanetary magnetic73

field can increase the open flux content of the magnetosphere which causes the auroral74

oval to expand to lower latitudes [Cowley and Lockwood , 1992]. During substorms,75

the sudden onset of reconnection in the magnetotail leads to a rapid brightening and76

widening in the nightside auroral oval which spreads eastwards and westwards during77

the substorm expansion phase [e.g. Akasofu, 1964].78

The OVATION auroral forecast model [Newell et al., 2002, 2010a] is an empiri-79

cal model which predicts the location of the auroral oval based on the upstream solar80

wind conditions. The most recent version, OVATION-Prime 2013 (OP-2013) [Newell81

et al., 2014] uses average particle precipitation maps obtained from Defense Meteoro-82

logical Space Program (DMSP) satellites [Hardy et al., 1984, 1985] spanning 21 years83

between 1 January 1984 to 31 December 2005, UV auroral data from the Global Ul-84

traviolet Imager (GUVI) instrument onboard the TIMED satellite and real time solar85

wind conditions measured at the L1 point to produce maps of the predicted auroral86

flux. A version of the OP-2013 auroral forecast model has been implemented in daily87

operations of leading space weather forecasting centres including the U.S. National88

Oceanic Atmospheric Administration Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC), the89

U.S. Department of Defense, Space Weather Operations Centre [Jones et al., 2017]90

and the UK Met Office. The OP-2013 model was originally supplied to the Met Office91

by SWPC, however the operational implementations at the Met Office and SWPC92

have since diverged.93

Forecast evaluation is an important step in both the implementation and develop-94

ment of space weather forecast models. Model verification can provide information on95

the skill, accuracy and reliability of models and also provides quantitative benchmarks96

to compare different forecast models. Previous verification studies have evaluated the97

performance of the earlier generation aurora forecast model, OVATION-Prime 201098

[Newell et al., 2010a,b; Machol et al., 2012; Mitchell et al., 2013; Lane et al., 2015;99

Kosar et al., 2018]. Newell et al. [2010b] and Machol et al. [2012] evaluated the auro-100

ral forecasts of OP-2010 against ultraviolet images of the aurora from the instruments101

onboard the Polar satellite. Newell et al. [2010b] compared the instantaneous and102

hourly averaged predicted auroral power to the observed power estimated from Polar103

UVI data. The auroral power predicted by OP-2010 was found to be correlated with104

the observed auroral power from Polar UVI with a correlation coefficient r2 = 56%105

for the instantaneous power forecast and an r2 = 58% for the hourly averaged au-106

roral power, demonstrating that just over half of the observed auroral power can be107

forecast by the OP-2010 model. Mitchell et al. [2013] found that OP-2010 described108

47% of the variance in the Polar UVI nightside auroral power while a similar auro-109

ral model, OVATION-SM which uses averaged DMSP precipitation maps and ground110

magnetometer data from SuperMAG, described 71% of the nightside variance. Machol111

et al. [2012] used binary event analysis to evaluate the forecasts from OP-2010 and the112

suitability of the model as a tool for forecasting visible nightside aurora. Machol et al.113

[2012] compared the nightside auroral forecast to the boundaries derived from a fixed114

brightness threshold of the nightside auroral emission in the Polar UVI data. The115

result of this verification study found that the OP-2010 had a hit rate of 0.58 (the pro-116

portion of correct positive forecasts out of the total positive observations of aurora), a117

false alarm rate of 0.14 (the proportion of aurora forecasts which were not observed)118
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and an overall accuracy of 0.86 (the proportion of correct positive and negative fore-119

casts over the total number of forecasts). Lane et al. [2015] performed a comparison120

study of the energy flux outputs forecast from 3 different models: OP-2010, the Kp-121

based auroral forecast model by Hardy et al. [1991], and a ring current model from the122

Space Weather Modeling Framework [Fok et al., 2001; Tóth et al., 2005]. Similarly to123

Machol et al. [2012], Lane et al. [2015] also used fixed thresholds to define the equa-124

torward auroral boundary defined from particle precipitation measurements from the125

DMSP satellites. The authors presented the results in terms of the prediction effi-126

ciency, which is the model’s ability to describe the percentage variance in the observed127

data set. The prediction efficiencies of OP-2010 were found to be 0.55 and 0.58 for the128

threshold values of 0.4 erg cm−2 s−1 and 0.6 erg cm−2 s−1, respectively.129

Verification is important in monitoring model performance and also acts as a130

benchmark against which proposed improvements to the model can be tested. Veri-131

fication techniques that are routinely used in terrestrial weather forecasting are now132

being applied to space weather forecast models. Binary event analysis is a method133

of comparing model forecasts with a ground-truth observational dataset and is widely134

used in many applications. The approach of using binary event analysis has been ap-135

plied to evaluate nowcast and forecast models for example, in the verification study of136

OP-2010 by Machol et al. [2012] and verification studies of other space weather models137

including predicting magnetopause crossings [Lopez et al., 2007; Welling and Ridley ,138

2010], radiation belt models [Ganushkina et al., 2015, 2019; Forsyth et al., 2020], tem-139

poral changes in the induced ground magnetic field (dB/dt) [Pulkkinen et al., 2013]140

and solar flare forecasts [Barnes et al., 2016; Kubo et al., 2017; Leka et al., 2019; Mur-141

ray et al., 2017; Sharpe and Murray , 2017].142

In this study, we present an evaluation of auroral forecasts from the version of143

OP-2013 that was being used operationally at the Met Office, until December 2020.144

We compare the auroral forecasts from the model against auroral boundaries derived145

by Longden et al. [2010] from global FUV images of the auroral oval obtained by146

the IMAGE satellite. In particular, and in contrast to Machol et al. [2012]; Newell147

et al. [2010b]; Lane et al. [2015], we examine the output auroral probabilities from the148

operational auroral forecast, rather than the physical quantities (the predicted auroral149

power, energy or auroral flux) provided by the underlying OP-2013 model. We assess150

the model performance in predicting the location of the auroral oval using binary event151

analysis and present the results in Relative Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves.152

We also assess the forecast probabilities of aurora occurring output by the model using153

reliability curves. Our results show that, overall, the model performs well at predicting154

the location of the auroral oval, but the forecast probabilities tend to under-predict155

auroral occurrence. Furthermore, we show that the model results are substantially less156

reliable on the dayside and during periods of enhanced geomagnetic activity.157

3 Data and Evaluation Methods158

3.1 Forecast Model: OP-2013159

Both the OP-2010 and OP-2013 versions of the auroral forecast model [Newell160

et al., 2009, 2010a, 2014] predict the precipitating electron and proton auroal flux based161

on upstream solar wind conditions, measured at L1. Newell et al. [2009] created aver-162

aged particle precipitation maps of the auroral oval collected by the SSJ instruments163

onboard the Defense Meteorological Space Program satellites (DMSP) and categorised164

the DMSP particle precipitation energy spectra into four categories of aurora: mono-165

energetic, broadband and diffuse electron aurora and ion aurora. Newell et al. [2009]166

determined a linear scaling between the electron and proton flux from the DMSP data167

with an empirically derived solar wind coupling function [Newell et al., 2007]. The168

upstream solar wind data required includes the Bz and By components of the inter-169
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planetary magnetic field, the total magnetic field strength, the solar wind velocity and170

the IMF clock angle. In each model grid point, the particle flux was calculated as a171

function of season and the type of aurora. For OP-2013, additional UV auroral data172

from the Global Ultraviolet Imager (GUVI) instrument onboard the TIMED satellite173

is included to improve the performance of the model at higher values of Kp, between174

Kp 5 - 8 [Newell et al., 2014]. The resultant maps of linear scaling coefficients are175

then used to predict the precipitating electron and proton fluxes under all upstream176

conditions. Additional improvements to the model made in the upgrade from OP-2010177

to OP-2013 include further noise reduction and a smoother data interpolation in the178

post-midnight MLT sectors [Newell et al., 2014]. We direct the interested reader to179

Newell et al. [2007, 2009, 2010a, 2014] for full details of the OP-2010 and 2013 models.180

The Met Office operational implementation of the version of OP-2013 assessed181

in this study, assumes a fixed 30 minute propagation time for the solar wind measured182

at the L1 point to arrive at Earth. In this operational version, the combined precipi-183

tating particle flux from all types of aurora at each grid point is linearly scaled into an184

estimated probability of aurora occurring which is interpreted as the probability of an185

observer seeing the visible aurora. The linear conversion of auroral flux to probability186

implemented in the version of OP-2013 at the Met Office are as originally developed by187

SWPC and could be further refined. The forecast probabilities were tuned by SWPC188

in response to citizen science observations under the assumption that the forecast189

probabilities of aurora occurring were mainly used by members of the public and may190

under-predict the probability of aurora occurring (Rodney Viereck, private communi-191

cations). The results of this study could be used to tune the forecast probability to192

optimise the forecast reliability. Further details on the conversion from the predicted193

auroral flux to the probability of aurora occurring is included in the Supplementary194

Information. The operational implementation provides an auroral forecast for both195

the northern and southern hemispheres 30 minutes ahead of the current time.196

The original OP-2013 IDL code was supplied to the Met Office by SWPC. In197

2016, the Met Office converted the code to Python and returned the Python version198

of OP-2013 to SWPC. In October 2020, SWPC implemented an upgraded version of199

OVATION termed OVATION 2020 which, again, differs from the Met Office imple-200

mentation. OVATION 2020 uses an improved geomagnetic field model to provide a201

more accurate auroral location. In addition, OVATION 2020 provides the modelled202

energy flux in ergs/cm2 as well as the scaled probability of seeing the aurora. SWPC203

have also implemented an estimate of the solar wind driving based on Kp data to use204

as an alternative to run the model when upstream solar wind data is unavailable. De-205

tails of the SWPC auroral forecast using OVATION 2020 can be found on the SWPC206

website.207

The version of the OP-2013 model evaluated in this study was used operationally208

at the Met Office until December 2020. The Met Office currently use an alternative209

Kp-driven 3-day forecast version of the OP-2013 model. We note that the Kp-driven210

version was developed at the Met Office independently of the SWPC Kp-driven model.211

The Met Office may return the 30-minute forecast version of OP-2013 evaluated in212

this study to operational use in the future to operate in parallel with the Kp-driven213

3-day forecast version. In this paper, we refer to the 30 minute auroral forecast as a214

nowcast to distinguish it from the alternative 3-day auroral forecast which is currently215

in operation at the Met Office.216

In this study, we produce hindcasts of the output from the 30-minute nowcast217

version of OP-2013 used at the Met Office using historic solar wind data for the period218

between May 2000 to October 2002, not auroral forecasts that were issued in near real219

time by the Met Office. Figure 1a shows an example output of the OP-2013 northern220

hemisphere 30 minute auroral forecast from 25 September 2000. The model output221

was produced using Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) solar wind data. The222
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Figure 1. Panel (a) shows an example output forecast from OP-2013 showing the northern

hemisphere auroral forecast 30 minutes ahead for 23:00 on the 25 September 2000, in geographic

coordinates. The model output was produced using ACE solar wind data. The colour scale shows

the probability of aurora occurring with green showing lower probability and red showing higher

probabilities. The day/night terminator is indicated on the map as the line separating the dark

and light faces of Earth and the estimated total hemispheric auroral power is shown in the top

right hand corner. Panel (b) shows the OP-2013 forecast (colour shading) for the same date and

time as in panel (a) but plotted in magnetic coordinates (magnetic latitude by magnetic local

time (MLT)). The black lines show the equatorial and poleward boundaries of the aurora from

Longden et al. [2010] for the forecast date and time. We note that in panel (a), the central merid-

ian is centred on 2300 local time and in panel (b) the central meridian is centred on 0000 local

time and so the contours are effectively rotated by a 1-hour MLT sector.

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

auroral oval is plotted on geographic coordinates with the colour scale showing the223

forecast probability of aurora occurring.224

3.2 Observational Data: Auroral Boundaries Derived from IMAGE FUV237

Data238

The NASA IMAGE satellite was in operation between 2000-2005 in a highly239

elliptical, precessing polar orbit which enabled it to capture images of the northern240

and southern polar regions. The orbit had an initial perigee of 1000 km and an241

apogee of 44000 km (∼ 7Re) [Mende et al., 2000a]. Between 2000-2002, the orbital242

apogee was situated over the northern hemisphere. IMAGE carried a far-ultraviolet243

(FUV) wideband imaging camera (WIC) sensitive to emission between 140-190 nm244

[Mende et al., 2000b] which took images of the Earth approximately every 2 minutes,245

determined by the spin of the spacecraft [Burch, 2000].246

Using IMAGE FUV data, Longden et al. [2010] developed an automated tech-247

nique to identify the poleward and equatorward luminosity boundaries of the auroral248

oval. The IMAGE FUV data was converted from geomagnetic coordinates to altitude-249

adjusted corrected geomagnetic coordinates (AACGM) [Baker and Wing , 1989]. Long-250

den et al. [2010] created a latitudinal intensity profile of auroral emission in each of251

the 24 magnetic local time (MLT) sectors and fitted these profiles with both single252

and double Gaussian profiles. The profile fits to the data were evaluated using the253
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reduced χ2 statistic and the best fit function retained. The poleward and equatorward254

auroral luminosity boundaries (PALBs and EALBs, respectively) are defined as the255

poleward and equatorward the points on the Gaussian curve where the auroral inten-256

sity drops to half the peak value (the full width half maximums (FWHMs)) of the257

best fitting Gaussian function, offset from the centre of the Gaussian peak. We direct258

the interested reader to the full description of the method published in Longden et al.259

[2010]. The boundaries determined by Longden et al. [2010] provide a single location260

of the poleward and equatorward boundaries of the auroral oval in each MLT sector,261

without any assumption of the global shape of the auroral oval. Auroral boundaries262

were identified for each global auroral image, with a cadence of 2 minutes.263

In this study, we use the poleward and equatorward auroral luminosity bound-264

aries determined from the IMAGE WIC data by Longden et al. [2010] as a ground265

truth observational data set to compare with the model forecast probability maps out-266

put from OP-2013. The poleward boundary identifications from Longden et al. [2010]267

have been shown to be co-located with the poleward emission boundary measured268

from DMSP within 3◦on average in all MLT sectors, making the boundaries a suitable269

observational dataset to compare with the OP-2013 forecasts. The auroral boundary270

data available for the northern auroral oval spanned 30 months from May 2000 to Oc-271

tober 2002 [Chisham, 2017]. Figure 1b shows a comparison of the probability forecast272

maps from OP-2013 to the poleward and equatorward auroral boundaries determined273

by Longden et al. [2010] in MLT and magnetic latitude (MLAT) coordinates. The274

colours show the 30 minute forecast of the probability of aurora occurring as output275

from OP-2013. Grey regions indicate a forecast probability of aurora occurring of less276

than 1%. The black lines show the corresponding observed boundaries. We note that,277

in this example, there is a lack of observed auroral boundaries in some dayside MLT278

sectors. While the method of Longden et al. [2010] aims to identify the poleward and279

equatorward auroral luminosity boundaries in each MLT sector, the number of suc-280

cessful boundary identifications in dayside sectors is much lower than on the nightside281

[Mooney et al., 2020]. The dayside aurora tends to be dimmer and thinner [Holzworth282

and Meng , 1975; Carbary , 2005] and is more contaminated with dayglow making it283

more difficult to identify the dayside auroral boundaries. In this study, we only eval-284

uate the model where there are corresponding observational auroral boundaries.285

3.3 Verification Method286

In this study, we have produced the OP-2013 auroral forecasts spanning the287

period of May 2000 - October 2002 [Marsh and Mooney , 2021], coinciding with the288

available observational auroral boundary data from Longden et al. [2010], using his-289

toric solar wind data measured by the ACE satellite, provided by the National Oceanic290

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Each forecast requires four hours of input solar291

wind data, thus in order to ensure that the forecasts were independent of one another,292

we down-sampled our forecast dataset to four hour resolution. To match the model293

forecast and the observational ground truth auroral boundaries, we use the auroral294

boundaries that were closest in time and within ±2.5 minutes of the 4 hour separated295

forecast time. This resulted in 3360 corresponding forecast and observation pairs. The296

magnetic latitude (MLAT) range of the OP-2013 data spans 50 - 89.5 ◦and covers 24297

hours of MLT, with a grid resolution of 0.25 MLT by 0.5 ◦MLAT.298

In this evaluation study, we use two verification techniques that are widely used299

in terrestrial weather forecast verification. Firstly, we apply binary event analysis to300

evaluate how well the OP-2013 model discriminates between auroral and non-auroral301

regions via comparison with the Longden et al. [2010] boundaries. This evaluates how302

well the model performs as a deterministic forecast for predicting the location of the303

auroral oval. We test over a range of forecast probability levels, between 0 - 100%304

in 10% increments. At a particular level, for each available forecast and observation305
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pair in each grid cell with a forecast probability that exceeds the level, we determine306

whether or not the aurora was observed at that grid cell. We repeat this test to build up307

truth tables for different forecast probability thresholds. If the forecast probability of308

aurora occurring is equal to or greater than the set level and aurora was also observed,309

it counts as a hit in our truth table. If the forecast probability of aurora occurring310

is equal to or greater than the set level but aurora was not observed, it counts as a311

false alarm. If the forecast probability of aurora occurring is less than the set level and312

aurora was observed, it counts as a miss. If the forecast probability of aurora occurring313

is less than the set level but aurora was not observed, it counts as a correct negative.314

From the truth tables for each level, we evaluate the hit rate (hits/(hits+misses)) and315

false alarm rate (false alarms/(false alarms + correct negative forecasts)). These hit316

rates and false alarm rates are combined and presented on ROC curves [Swets et al.,317

1955; Swets, 1988; Mason, 1982]. ROC curves are obtained by plotting the calculated318

hit rate against the false alarm rate from the truth table, for each 10% probability319

level. A ROC score, calculated as the fractional area under the ROC curve, provides320

a quantitative summary of the model discrimination indicated by the ROC plot. A321

ROC score between 0.5 - 1 indicates that the hit rate exceeds the false alarm rate322

for most probability levels and that the model is skillful in discriminating events from323

non-events.324

Secondly, we assess the validity of the forecast probabilities against the observed325

occurrence of the aurora using reliability (or attribute) diagrams [Jolliffe and Stephen-326

son, 2012; Hsu and Murphy , 1986; Wilks, 2006]. The forecast model would be com-327

pletely reliable if, over all the occasions during the assessment period when the forecast328

probability was p, the aurora was observed p% of the time. However, if the forecast329

probabilities and observed frequencies of occurrence do not have a one-to-one cor-330

respondence, the reliability diagram provides information on whether the model is331

under-forecasting or over-forecasting the probabilities. This information can be used332

to re-calibrate the forecast probabilities by rescaling the probability of aurora occur-333

ring against the observed occurrence of aurora. We provide suggestions of how the334

forecast probabilities of aurora occurring may be adjusted based on the results of this335

study in Section 5.2. Attribute diagrams are similar to reliability diagrams, showing336

the observed frequency of an event against the forecast probabilities but they include337

additional information such as the average, climatology value of the observations and338

forecasts which can be used to assess the forecast model in more detail. Further detail339

on ROC and reliability analysis is provided in the Supplementary Information.340

ROC and reliability analysis are standard methods used in forecast verification by341

the weather community (for example, Dube et al. [2017]). They have been used to eval-342

uate flare forecasts from the Met Office Space Weather Operations Centre (MOSWOC)343

in studies by Murray et al. [2017] and Sharpe and Murray [2017], to evaluate the per-344

formance of a new radiation belt forecast model [Forsyth et al., 2020] and to assess a345

sudden storm commencement probabilistic forecast model [Smith et al., 2020].346

The spherical geometry of the auroral forecasts means that the area of each grid347

cell is not uniform. This can influence how well the forecast is judged to perform. For348

example, near the pole, where aurora are not generally expected to occur, there is a349

greater concentration of grid cells than at 60◦, where there is a greater likelihood of350

auroral activity. To account for this, the inputs into our ROC and reliability analysis351

were weighted by the cosine of the latitude of each grid cell e.g. [Young , 2010].352

4 Results353

In the following section, we present the results of our evaluation of the OP-2013354

model using the locations of the auroral boundaries derived from IMAGE WIC data. In355

Section 4.1 we present the results of the analysis of 2.5 years of data between May 2000356
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and October 2002 in all MLT sectors. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we present the results of357

the verification during the four seasons of 2001 and in different MLT sectors around358

the auroral oval to test for seasonal and spatial variations in the forecast performance.359

In Section 4.4, we present the results of the verification during geomagnetically active360

times for different values of Kp.361

4.1 Model Evaluation Between May 2000 - October 2002362

Figure 2 shows the ROC curve from the comparison of ∼ 2.5 years of model363

forecast and observation pairs. The curve is constructed by setting the probability364

threshold in 10% increments to calculate the hit rates and false alarm rates. The ROC365

curve shown in Figure 2 shows that, over the 2.5 year verification period, the model366

performs well and has a ROC score (fractional area under the curve) of 0.82. At each367

10% probability increment the model hit rate is higher than the false alarm rate with368

a maximum difference between the hit rate and false alarm rate of 0.6 for probabilities369

exceeding 5%. Thus the forecasts perform well at predicting the location of the aurora370

overall. The probability bin centred on 10% has the largest difference between the hit371

rate and the false alarm rate, also referred to as the Peirce Score [Peirce, 1884]. This372

shows that a probability of between 5 - 15% is the threshold at which the OP-2013373

model performs the best at discriminating between regions of aurora and no aurora,374

compared to the observed auroral boundaries.375

Figure 3 shows the reliability diagram for the full ∼ 2.5 year verification period,376

plotting the occurrence rate from auroral observations for given forecast probability377

ranges. Figure 3 shows that the aurora are largely under-predicted, with occurrence378

frequencies greater than the forecast probabilities for probabilities up to 80%. The379

lowest non-zero probabilities of 10% and 20% are under-predicted by a factor of ∼380

6 while the 80% probabilities are only under-predicted by a few percent. The 90%381

and 100% probability bins slightly over-predicted the probability of aurora occurring382

with the highest probability value of 100% over-predicting the occurrence by ∼ 20%,383

a factor of 1.25.384

The dotted horizontal and vertical lines indicate the observed climatological fre-385

quency of occurrence of aurora is 0.30, calculated as the fraction of positive auroral386

observations that the aurora did occur out of the total number of auroral observations.387

The histogram in Figure 3 shows the number of data points in each forecast probability388

bin. The histogram shows that the probabilities forecast by the OP-2013 model are389

distributed across all probability bins and are not clustered around the climatology390

value. The lowest forecast probability bin contains all forecasts issued with a probabil-391

ity of 5% and lower and has the largest number of data points. This bin is dominated392

by the grid points where the main auroral oval is rarely or never predicted to occur,393

for example at low and high magnetic latitudes. The large number of forecasts with a394

low probability of aurora occurring in this bin correspond to a large number of obser-395

vations where the aurora was not observed to occur which reduces the overall observed396

climatology (mean occurrence). The solid pink diagonal line of no skill lies mid-way397

between the diagonal line of perfect reliability and the horizontal climatology line.398

Points on the reliability curve which lie above/below the line of no skill, contribute399

positively/negatively to the Brier skill score. Pink shading indicates the region where400

the forecast is skilful compared with the in-sample climatology. The majority of the401

points on the reliability line lie in the shaded skill region except for probabilities of402

10% and 20% which appear to be extremely under-predicted by the OP-2013 model.403

The Brier skill score [Brier , 1950; Murphy , 1973] of -0.03 indicates that overall, the404

OP-2013 model is not more skilful at predicting when the aurora occurs than sim-405

ply always forecasting the within-sample climatology of 0.30. While the Brier skill406

score indicates that the OP-2013 model is not more skillful than using a climatological407

forecast, the attributes diagram shows that the majority of forecast probabilities are408
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skillful. The discrepancy in the conclusions drawn from these two analyses metrics409

highlights the increased understanding of the model performance that can be gained410

from using the full attributes diagram rather than only using value of the Brier skill411

score.412

Figure 2. The result of the ROC analysis from the 2.5 years of model and observation com-

parisons. Each point on the ROC curve corresponds to the hit rate vs false alarm rate in each

10% threshold bin. The high ROC score of 0.82, defined by the fractional area under the ROC

curve, shows that the model performs well at predicting the location of the auroral oval.

413

414

415

416
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Figure 3. Reliability diagram showing the the results from the comparison of 2.5 years of

auroral forecasts against observations. The histogram shows the distribution of the forecast prob-

abilities over the 2.5 year period. The grey diagonal line indicates the perfect reliability line of

1:1 correspondence between the forecast probabilities and the observed aurora. Regions where

the pink reliability line lies above/below the grey diagonal line indicate that the model is under-

forecasting/over-forecasting the occurrence of aurora. The vertical and horizontal dashed lines

show the observed climatology. The solid pink diagonal line of no skill delineating the shaded

region, lies mid-way between the diagonal line of perfect reliability and the horizontal climatology

line. Data points within the shaded region contribute positively to the Brier skill score.

417

418

419

420

421

422

423

424

425

4.2 Seasonal Verification During 2001426

Seasonal variations in ionospheric conductivity as a result of the solar zenith427

angle affects the auroral precipitation [Liou et al., 2001; Newell et al., 1996, 2010a].428

The seasonal variation in the auroral emission was examined by Newell et al. [2010a]429

and implemented in the OP-2013 model by calculating the the predicted auroral flux430

as a function of season. Here, we have evaluated the seasonal variability in the model431

performance. For the seasonal analysis we use data and forecasts from 5 February432

2001 into 4 February 2002 as this is the only complete year of WIC observational data433

including all seasons. The seasons were defined similarly to the those used by Newell434

et al. [2010a] as being 90 days centred on the equinoxes and solstices. The start and435

end dates of each season were then adjusted slightly to include the 6 uncategorised436

days that fall between the seasons by this definition. The seasonal dates used in the437

analysis are as follows: spring is between 5 of February to the 6 of May; summer is438

between 7 May to 8 August; autumn is between 9 August and 6 November; winter is439

between 7 November and 4 February.440

Figure 4a shows the ROC curves for each season in 2001 - 2002. There is some441

seasonal variation in the ROC scores in Figure 4a, with ROC scores ranging from442

0.79 - 0.86 however these scores are similar and indicate that the model performs443

well in identifying the auroral oval in all seasons. The results of the ROC scores for444

each full season between May 2000 - October 2002 are provided in the Supplementary445

Information. On average, the spring and winter ROC scores are consistently highest,446
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with spring and winter seasons having mean ROC scores of 0.86, while the summer447

ROC scores were the lowest, with a mean of 0.77 across the three summer periods.448

The seasonal variation in the ROC score may be indicative of the model perfor-449

mance but it may also be due to the seasonal variations in the identification of the450

auroral boundaries. During the summer months, the increased UV contamination from451

reflected sunlight reduces the number of successfully identified auroral boundaries in452

the WIC data. We also note that the ROC scores of summer and autumn 2002 are453

reduced compared to the same season in previous years. In summer 2002, the IMAGE454

satellite suffered damage to the boom which affected the satellite pointing and result-455

ing in an increased uncertainty in spacecraft pointing [Frey , 2010] and thus increased456

uncertainty and thus in the location of the auroral boundaries.457

Figure 4 shows the reliability diagram for each of the seasons in 2001. The458

seasonal reliability is consistent with the overall reliability shown in Figure 3. In459

all seasons, the occurrence frequency increases rapidly with probability, thus there is460

an under-prediction of the auroral occurrence. For autumn and spring forecasts, the461

observed auroral occurrence plateaus at ∼ 0.8 and ∼ 0.9 respectively for mid range462

forecast probabilities between ∼ 20 − 70%, whereas the occurrence rate in summer463

and winter increases steadily with probability above a forecast probability of 20%.464

The autumn forecasts are over-predicted at the higher probability values of 70% and465

above. We note that there is no significant difference in the solar or geomagnetic466

activity between the seasons in 2001. Generally, there are a higher number of auroral467

boundary observations to compare with the OP-2013 model forecasts in winter, as468

indicated by the winter histogram in Figure 4, however this is not expected to have a469

considerable effect on the verification results.470

Figure 4. (a) The results of the ROC analysis for each season in 2001. The high ROC scores

for each season demonstrate that the OP-2013 model performs well all year round. (b) The re-

sults of the reliability analysis for each season in 2001. The histogram shows the proportion of

data in each season, for each probability bin. In both panels, the results for spring, summer, au-

tumn and winter are shown by dotted pink, dot-dash green, dashed orange and solid blue lines,

respectively.

471

472

473

474

475

476

4.3 MLT Dependence477

The shape of the auroral oval varies with MLT sector. Typically, the dayside478

auroral oval tends to be thinner and dimmer [Holzworth and Meng , 1975; Carbary ,479

2005] while the nightside aurora generally extends over a wider magnetic latitude range480

and is more variable with enhanced auroral precipitation linked to magnetospheric481
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activity such as substorms. Here, we evaluate the performance of the OP-2013 model482

in the noon, dawn, dusk and midnight regions. Each region is defined as three hours of483

MLT centred on MLT sectors 00, 12, 06 and 18. The ROC curves of each 3-hour MLT484

sector are shown in Figure 5 and show that the model performs well in the dawn, dusk485

and midnight sectors, with ROC scores of between 0.78-0.86. However, the ROC score486

from the noon region is considerably lower, at 0.59 showing that forecast model does487

not perform as well in this region. Using a probability threshold of 10% to indicate488

the presence of aurora only gives a hit rate of ∼0.2, much lower than the hit rates of489

0.6-0.85 seen in the other MLT sectors. The results in the truth table for the noon490

analysis are dominated by missed forecasts and correct rejections where the aurora is491

not forecast by the model. The lack of forecast aurora in this region may be because of492

a data gap in the underlying DMSP particle precipitation data, due to the dawn-dusk493

orbit of the spacecraft. The midnight data gap was interpolated over in the upgrades494

between OP-2010 and OP-2013 [Newell et al., 2010a], however there are no details on495

whether the corresponding dayside data gap was interpolated.496

Figure 5b shows the reliability diagrams for each three hour MLT region. The497

reliability curves for the dawn, dusk and midnight sectors are similar to those of the 2.5498

year verification shown in Figure 3 with forecast probabilities below 70 - 80% being499

largely under-predicted and greater than 80% being over-predicted. The reliability500

diagram from the noon MLT sectors is quite different to the other MLT sectors. The501

reliability curve from the noon MLT sectors shows that the OP-2013 model tends502

to under-predict when forecasting aurora with probabilities less than 30% and over-503

predict when forecasting aurora with probabilities between 30% and 60%; whereas,504

aurora was not forecast with probabilities >70%.505

Figure 5. (a) A ROC analysis for 4 longitudinal regions of the auroral oval. (b) A reliability

analysis for 4 longitudinal regions of the auroral oval, each spanning 3 hours of MLT. The MLT

sectors for midnight (23-01), dawn (05-07), dusk (17-19) and noon (11-13) and are shown by

dotted navy, solid orange, dot-dashed pink and dashed light blue respectively.

506

507

508

509

4.4 Kp Dependence510

In the following section, we evaluate the performance of the OP-2013 aurora511

forecast model under different levels of geomagnetic activity based on Kp. Kp levels512

of 5 and above are generally considered to be geomagnetically active periods and so513

it is important to evaluate the performance of the OP-2013 model during these levels514

of geomagnetic activity which can have a real impact on daily services at Earth. The515

OP-2010 model was known to break down at higher levels of geomagnetic activity of516

Kp ≥ 5 [Newell et al., 2014]. This led to the inclusion of additional GUVI data at517

higher Kp levels (Kp 5 - 8) as part of the upgrade to the OP-2013 generation.518
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All corresponding forecast and observation pairs between May 2000 and October519

2002 were divided into subsets based on the level of Kp measured at the time. The520

results of the ROC analysis, including all the ROC scores for each Kp level, are shown521

in Figure 6. The ROC scores generally decrease for increasing levels of Kp, with Kp522

= 1 having a ROC score of 0.83 and Kp = 8 having a ROC score of 0.55. The ROC523

scores for Kp = 1 - 6 are within 0.05 of each other, implying that the model performs524

relatively well at discriminating between auroral and non-auroral regions at these levels525

of activity. However, at the highest activity levels of Kp = 7 and Kp = 8, the ROC526

score drops to 0.7 and 0.55 respectively. While these ROC scores indicate that the527

forecast has some skill in identifying where the aurora will be, these forecasts are less528

skillful than at lower activity levels. The results for Kp = 8 show that the hit rates are529

lower and the false alarm rates are higher compared to the results for lower Kp levels,530

indicating that the model is predicting that aurora will occur but not always in the531

correct locations, compared to the observed auroral boundaries. It is not uncommon532

for models which perform well within a nominal range of average conditions to not533

perform as well during extreme events. Despite the improvements made to the OP-534

2013 model using GUVI data during higher levels of Kp, these observations are likely535

limited due to the rarity of periods of extremely high Kp. It would be informative to536

repeat this analysis with the predecessor OP-2010 model to quantify the improvement537

made by including the GUVI data at high levels of Kp.538

Figure 6b and c shows the reliability diagrams for Kp levels of 1-8. The reliability539

curves for Kp levels 1-5 plateau at an observed frequency of ∼0.8 - 0.9 for forecast540

probabilities of 30% and above. The reliability curves for Kp levels 6-7 plateau at541

a lower observed frequency of aurora of ∼ 0.7 - 0.8 for forecast probabilities of 10%542

and above. Kp = 8 shows the reliability curve dropping with increasing probability543

such that the observed occurrence of high probabilities is much lower than the forecast544

probability indicating a more concerning over-prediction. From the histogram, we note545

that Kp levels between 1-3 are the most common, with the highest number of points546

in these categories representing low geomagnetic activity. Kp levels of 7 and 8 are547

statistically much more rare events and have the lowest number of data points in the548

ROC and reliability analysis. The inclusion of more data in the analysis for this level549

of high geomagnetic activity would help to confirm this evaluation of the OP-2013550

model at these high Kp levels.551
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Figure 6. (a) The results of the ROC analysis for the OP-2013 model during different levels

of geomagnetic activity spanning Kp = 1 - 8. (b) The reliability diagram for the OP-2013 model

during different levels of geomagnetic activity spanning Kp = 1 - 4. (c) The reliability diagram

for the OP-2013 model during different levels of geomagnetic activity spanning Kp = 5 - 8.

552

553

554

555

5 Discussion556

In this study, we have used auroral boundaries derived from global IMAGE FUV557

data between May 2000 to October 2002 to evaluate the performance of the auroral558

forecasts made by the OP-2013 model, used operationally at the Met Office. Using a559

combination of ROC and reliability analysis, we find that overall, the OP-2013 model560

performs well at predicting the location of the aurora with a ROC scores of between561

0.70 to 0.86, although the forecast skill was notably lower around noon (ROC score562

of 0.59) and at higher Kp (ROC score of 0.55, for Kp = 8). The overall ROC score563

compares well with other space weather forecasts, such as M-class solar flare forecasts564

[Murray et al., 2017]. The OP-2013 forecast probabilities tended to under-predict565

the occurrence of the aurora, with the observation frequency of the aurora typically566

plateauing at ∼0.8 for forecast probabilities exceeding 20%.567

5.1 Deterministic Auroral Forecasts568

The results of the ROC analysis show that overall, the model performs well as569

a deterministic model at discriminating between regions of aurora and no aurora. In570

the seasonal analysis, while there is some seasonal variability in ROC scores, all ROC571

scores are greater than 0.74, indicating that the model performs well year-round.572

In the evaluation of OP-2013 by MLT sector, the model had a lower ROC score573

in the dayside MLT sectors centred on the noon MLT (11-13 MLT). The noon MLT574

sectors had a ROC score of 0.59 compared to the dusk (17-19 MLT), dawn (05-07575
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MLT) and midnight (23-01 MLT) sectors which had ROC scores between 0.78 - 0.86.576

The higher ROC scores in the nightside MLT sectors indicate that the model performs577

better at predicting the location of the aurora in these regions.578

The width of the auroral oval varies with local time sector. The nightside au-579

roral oval is typically wider and more dynamic than the dayside. The nightside au-580

roral dynamics are primarily driven by substorms which cause a rapid expansion and581

brightening of the auroral oval. The solar wind driven OP-2013 model is unable to582

forecast substorm activity and the 30 minute resolution of the operational forecasts583

cannot capture substorm dynamics, however the change in width of the auroral oval584

during substorms occurs within the average predicted auroral oval location. Mooney585

et al. [2020] showed that during substorms, the poleward boundary of the auroral oval586

moves by up to 3◦in the substorm onset MLT sectors. During substorms, the typical587

width of the auroral oval varies by 10 - 17◦[Walach et al., 2017]. Compared to the588

width of the auroral oval, the 3◦change in the poleward boundary represents a small589

change of 17 - 30% of the total oval width. In addition, after the substorm activity590

has subsided, the auroral oval generally returns to the same size and width that it591

had prior to the substorm and so substorms have no lasting effect on the auroral oval.592

During a substorm, the relatively small expansion in the oval width in the substorm593

onset sectors near midnight would result in a slight increase in the number of missed594

forecasts but this does not have a big impact on the overall ROC score. While the595

OP-2013 model cannot forecast if or when a substorm may occur, the occurrence of596

a substorm has a relatively low impact on the performance of the OP-2013 model.597

In contrast, the lower ROC scores of the model in the noon sectors indicate that the598

model does not forecast the location of the dayside auroral oval particularly well. In599

the dayside MLT sectors, the auroral oval is generally much thinner and so any offset600

between the observed and forecast locations of the auroral oval will result in a bigger601

reduction in the overall ROC score.602

In the final part of this study in Section 4.4, we focused on the performance of603

OP-2013 during periods of different levels of geomagnetic activity, defined by Kp level.604

Overall, the ROC scores decrease with increasing Kp levels from 0.83 to 0.55 for Kp605

= 1 and Kp = 8, respectively. All ROC scores for Kp 1 - 7 are greater than 0.70.606

The relatively high ROC scores above 0.70 for geomagnetic activity up to Kp = 7 may607

indicate that the additional GUVI data is having a positive effect on the performance608

of OP-2013 at disturbance levels between Kp 5 - 7. It would be informative to repeat609

this analysis to evaluate the performance of OP-2010 during high Kp levels to confirm610

and quantify the improvement made by including GUVI data. The low ROC score of611

0.55 for Kp = 8 is likely due to the rarity of periods of extremely high Kp and thus612

the model is less well constrained. This could suggest that the linear scaling of auroral613

flux with solar wind driving used by Newell et al. [2007] to construct the OP-2010 and614

OP-2013 models breaks down during more extreme and statistically more rare events615

of Kp ≥ 7.616

5.2 Evaluating the Forecast Auroral Probabilities617

The reliability diagrams show that the forecast probabilities of aurora occurring618

tend to be under-predicted, that is that the aurora occurs more frequently than the619

model predicts, particularly for lower probability values of less than 80%. At the620

highest forecast probability values, greater than 80%, the model tends towards a slight621

over-prediction of the probability of aurora occurring. This is observed in most cases622

from the seasonal, MLT sector and geomagnetic activity analysis.623

The observed frequency of aurora does not increase linearly with the forecast624

probabilities but instead is relatively constant between 0.8 - 0.9 for for all the forecast-625

observation pairs for forecast probabilities of 20% and above. This means that the lower626
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forecast probabilities of 20% are under-predicted by a factor of ∼6. As the forecast627

probability of aurora occurring tends towards the observed frequency of aurora, the628

difference between the forecast probability and the observed frequency decreases and629

so the factor of how much the aurora is under or over-predicted also decreases.630

The results of the reliability analysis show that the conversion from auroral flux631

to probability of aurora occurring is not particularly robust, however, this conversion632

is a non-trivial task. Using the results of the reliability analysis, a correction to re-633

calibrate the probabilities forecast by the model could be developed to improve the634

reliability OP-2013 auroral forecasts. The probabilities forecast by the OP-2013 model635

vary with season, MLT sector and geomagnetic activity (Kp level) which would need636

to be accounted for if a correction were to be developed. However, the results of the637

reliability analysis showed that for forecast probabilities of above 20 - 30%, the observed638

occurrence of aurora is approximately constant at around 0.7-0.9, which would make639

it difficult to linearly re-scale the forecast probabilities. All forecast probabilities of640

∼ 20% or above would be re-scaled to an ∼ 80% probability of aurora occurring,641

effectively producing a deterministic forecast.642

Germany et al. [1998] found that the brightness of the UV electron aurora is643

proportional to the total electron energy flux with a conversion factor of approximately644

0.12 R per erg cm−2 s−1. This conversion was utilised by Machol et al. [2012] and645

Case et al. [2017] to define the poleward and equatorward boundaries from the Polar646

UVI images and OP-2010 output. The conversion of the total electron energy flux to647

brightness could be used to derive a more robust method of converting the predicted648

auroral fluxes into a probability of aurora occurring. However, given the difficulties649

of linearly scaling the auroral flux into a probability of aurora occurring, it may be650

preferable to develop a flux threshold system, using the conversion of Germany et al.651

[1998]. For example, in regions where the predicted auroral flux is greater than zero652

indicates that there may be some auroral effects. In regions where the auroral flux653

exceeds a certain brightness threshold would indicate that the aurora should be visible654

and the brightest aurora would be predicted in the regions of maximum auroral flux.655

5.3 Comparisons with Previous Auroral Forecast Evaluation Studies656

Newell et al. [2010b]; Machol et al. [2012]; Lane et al. [2015] evaluated the au-657

roral forecasts from OP-2010. From these three studies, the binary event analysis658

methods applied by Machol et al. [2012] are the most comparable to the analysis ap-659

plied in this study. Machol et al. [2012] evaluated the use of the OP-2010 model as660

an operational forecast model for visible aurora by assessing the deterministic ability661

of the model to forecast the location of the aurora compared to UVI observations.662

We have similarly examined how well the OP-2013 model performs as a deterministic663

forecast of the location of the aurora, although using IMAGE FUV data as our ground664

truth and utilising the ROC curves and scores to examine the performance of the665

model. Extending this, we have also examined the validity of the forecast probabilities666

of aurora occurring as well as examining the performance of the model with season,667

local time and geomagnetic activity.668

The most notable difference between the analysis presented in this study and the669

analysis of Machol et al. [2012], other than the updated model in this study, is the670

determination of the ground truth data. Machol et al. [2012] compared the locations671

of model predictions of electron fluxes exceeding 1 erg cm−2 s−1 and auroral luminosi-672

ties from Polar UVI exceeding 0.25 kR whereas we used auroral luminosity boundaries673

determined from IMAGE WIC data by Longden et al. [2010]. As such, a direct com-674

parison between the results cannot be used to infer any change in performance between675

the OP-2010 and OP-2013 models, but may still be informative.676
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Table 1 shows the verification statistics calculated from the 10%, 50% and 80%677

binary event analysis in this study with the results of Machol et al. [2012]. In the678

study by Machol et al. [2012], the results were presented in terms of the false alarm679

ratio (as defined by Wilks [2006]). In Table 1 we present our results for the false680

alarm rate and the false alarm ratio, for comparison with the results of Machol et al.681

[2012]. The equations for all the verification statistics in Table 1 are provided in the682

Supporting Information. Comparing the results of Machol et al. [2012] and the 10%683

bin from this analysis, all of the statistics are within 15%. Machol et al. [2012] found684

that by increasing the energy flux threshold used to define the location of the auroral685

boundaries, resulted in an increase in the number of false positives and a decrease in686

the number of false negatives in the truth table. The binary event analysis presented687

here, similarly shows that as the probability threshold is increased, the number of false688

positives increases and the number of false negatives decreases.689

Overall, the results of the verification statistics from both studies show a sim-690

ilar performance for both the OP-2010 and OP-2013 generations of the model. We691

caution that the results of these two studies cannot be directly compared to assess im-692

provements made between the two generations of the model. Differences in the results693

between the two studies presented in Table 5.3 may reflect the upgrades made to the694

model between the OP-2010 and OP-2013 generations, however due to the differences695

in the observational datasets and the definition of the observed auroral boundaries696

between this study and the study by Machol et al. [2012], the comparison of the two697

sets of results cannot be used to quantify the upgrades implemented in the model.698

Table 1. A comparison of the verification statistics derived from the results of the 10%, 50%

and 80% probability thresholds from current OP-2013 evaluation study presented in this paper

with those from the OP-2010 evaluation study carried out by Machol et al. [2012].

699

700

701

Verification Results from Machol et al. [2012] Results from Present Analysis of OP-2013
Statistic Analysis of OP-2010 10% 50% 80%

Hit Rate 58% 73% 8% 2%
False Alarm Rate – 11% 0% 0%
False Alarm Ratio 14% 25% 11% 14%
Proportion of True Positives 86% 75% 89% 86%
Proportion of False Negatives 26% 12% 30% 31%
Accuracy 77% 84% 71% 69%
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6 Conclusions702

In this study we have evaluated the performance of the version of OP-2013 that703

was used operationally by the Met Office in daily space weather forecasts by comparing704

the forecast outputs with the location of the auroral oval identified from IMAGE705

FUV data by Longden et al. [2010]. We have applied forecast evaluation techniques706

which are routinely used in terrestrial weather forecast verification to assess both the707

deterministic and probabilistic nature of the auroral forecast model. Overall, the708

OP-2013 model performed well at predicting the location of the auroral oval, with709

ROC scores of between 0.70 to 0.86, although the forecast skill was notably lower710

around noon (ROC score of 0.59) and at higher Kp (ROC score of 0.55, for Kp = 8).711

The reliability analysis showed that the observed frequency of aurora is constant at712

80 - 90% for forecast probabilities of ∼ 20% and above and does not scale linearly713

with increasing forecast probability. This results in the lower forecast probabilities714

of 20% being significantly under-predicted, by a factor of 6 i.e. the aurora occurs 6715

times more frequently than the model predicts for a forecast probability of 20%. The716

highest forecast probabilities of ∼ 90-100% are over-predicted by up to approximately717

20%; that is the aurora occurs up to 20% less frequently than the model predicts718

for these high forecast probability values. The majority of forecast probabilities are719

skilful with the exception of the 10% and 20% probabilities which are substantially720

under-predicted. The results of the reliability analysis from this study could be used721

to recalibrate the forecast probabilities of aurora occurring and improve the Met Office722

auroral forecasts.723

The ROC and reliability analysis presented in this study show a robust method-724

ology that is widely used in terrestrial weather forecast verification that can also be725

applied to a wide range of space weather forecast models which have an appropriate726

set of observations to use in the analysis. These methods can be used to fairly com-727

pare forecasts from similar models or to quantify improvements made to space weather728

models during model development. The results presented in this analysis provide a per-729

formance benchmark against which upgrades to the OP-2013 auroral forecast model or730

alternative auroral forecast models can be fairly and quantitatively tested. Our anal-731

ysis also highlights the further insight into the reliability of the forecast probabilities732

of aurora occurring output by the model from using attribute diagrams in addition to733

calculating the Brier skill score, compared to solely using the Brier skill score.734
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